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Abstrmt 

This paper describes the use of a high field solenoidal 
magnet to capture secondary pions from the production 

target. The captured pions subsequentially decay to pro- 
duce the neutrino beam. A pion capture system using a 
high field solenoid magnet has been proposed for the muon 
col!ider[l]. This technology would also be available for 
neutrino beam production. It will be shown that a high field 

solenoid would produce a larger flux of neutrinos with en- 
ergy, E, < 1.3 GeV. than a neutrino beam produced with a 

horn system. The v,. V, flux contamination in the solenoid 

neutrino beam is only 0.15%. 

1 KNTRODUCTION 

The recent paper from the Super Kamiokande 
Collaboration[2] [3] indicating evidence for oscilla- 

tions of atmospheric neutrinos has created interest in 
verifying the results with an accelerator based neutrino 
experiment. The probability of oscillation of one species 

of neutrino into another is proportional to sin’[ 1.27~wm2L ]. 

For oscillations in the small Am’ region it is advantageous 

to have either or both a long distance or small E,. A high 
field solenoid can capture all pions produced from proton 
interactions on a target up to a transverse momentum. PT. 
determined by the field, B,, and the solenoida! radius, 

R,. The pion capture solenoid (currently) proposed for 
the muon collider has B, = 20 tesla and R, = 8 cm. 
These parameters would limit the capture to pions with 

PT < 0.225 GeV/ c which would keep only 33% of the 
pions. Since muons from low Pr pions can be more 

efficiently cooled. these parameters are reasonable for a 
muon collider. For neutrino production a larger solenoid 
aperture is preferred. 

The solenoid field is 20 tesla in the vicinity of the tar- 
pet. The gradient of field, as it falls off moving away from 
the target, provides focussing by increasing the longitu- 
dinal momentum while decreasing the transverse momen- 
tum. The form of the field along the longitudinal axis is 

where B, is the nominal field at the target and u is a param- 
eter that determines p’B and consequently the focussing. 
X solenoid tends to focus low momentum pions better than 
high momentum pions. The v flux from solenoidally cap- 
tured pions will dominate the v flux from a horn beam at 
low neutrino energy. There is an additional contribution of 
V from a solenoid since the solenoid does not sign select as 

a horn does. 

. \Vork performd rlndcr C~x~tract So. DE-.-\C02-i6CH00016 utth the 

U S. Drpxtmrnt oi Energ). 

2 SIMUL_iTION 

.L\ simulation study of solenoid focussed pion beam for 

u production was made usin= 0 GE,LUT[4]. The GEAX 

mode! used in the (now defunct) BNL long baseline 
experiment[j] was used as a basis. The two horn system in 
the GEANT mode! was replaced by the high field solenoid. 
The solenoid is 20 meters 1onS with the radius varying as 

R(z) = Rod,= 

where R,, is the radius of the solenoid in the vicinity of the 

tarSet. R, = 16 cm is chosen so that all rrs with PT < 
0.4.3 Gel-/c are kept. This aperture will capture 75% of 
the ;;s produced. a is chosen to give the proper focussing. 

Choosing a = 0.05 cm -l will give a radius of 160 cm at 

the far end of the solenoid. 

Figure 1: Transverse momentum distribution of secondary 
pions from the target using the FLUKA option in GE.WT. 
Pr is in GeV/c. 

The solenoid for computational purposes is described by 
a sequence of 100 current rings with radius given by Eq 2 
and spacing between the rings as approximately inversely 

proportional to the field strength. The current in the rings is 
varied so as to obtain the desired field on the axis. The mag- 
netic field is obtained by summing the contribution from 
each ring where the field from each ring is calculated from 
an analytic expression[6]. This procedure for field compu- 
tation is accurate and manifestly satisfies Maxwell’s equa- 
tion. It does not suffer from the descretation errors that 
would be present in using a !ie!d map for a 20 meter ions 



expanding radius solenoid. It is however a very time con- 

suming calculation. 

In this study we use a 28.3 GeV proton beam with a cir- 

cular transverse profile with or = 0.8 mm and o,.s = 0. 
The beam is incident on a copper target with 1 cm radius 

and 22.5 cm length (1.5 interaction lengths). Table1 indi- 
cates the number of produced secondaries of each species 
per incident proton on target. The rates quoted are the 
same whether the secondaries are captured by a solenoid 

or a horn system. Table1 shows the secondary meson pro- 

duction rates for both the FLUKA[7] and GHEISHA[8] 

hadronic shower packages in GEANT. The rates using the 
FLUKA and GHEISHA are not consistent with each other. 
The FLUKA secondary xs show less of a correlation be- 

meen PL and 41. The FLUKA results are used for the 
analysis. 

Table 1: Rates for secondary meson production at the tar- 
get. Rates are for mesons produced per incident proton on 

target. 

I 
Gheisha 

3.73 
3.39 
0.09 
0.03 
0.07 
0.06 

After the secondary mesons are produced they are trans- 
ported through the field which captures and focuses them. 
The produced rs can either decay in the field or in the de- 
cay tunnel following the solenoid or interact it the walls of 
the solenoid or tunnel. Fig 2 shows the momentum spec- 
trum of the decaying and interacting a-s. The decay length 

for lower momentum xs is shorter, we expect the decaying 
;;s to have lower momentum. Fig 2 also shows the decay 
(interaction) position of the xs. This figure shows that the 
;;s that interact will preferentially do that in the solenoid 
(axial position less than 20 meters) by hitting the wall of 

the solenoid. For computational efficiency, each decaying 
meson is allowed to decay 10 times producing neutrinos in 
different parts of phase space. The neutrinos produced are 
appropriately weighted to preserve the normalization. 

3 SPECTRUM 

Fig 3 shows the neutrino spectrum at 1 kilometer from the 
target along the incident beam direction. The spectrum is 
given in units of vs/(Gel’ m’ . POT), where POT refers 
to proforts on target. Fig 3 shows three spectral curves. 
The dashed curve corresponds to the solenoidal focussed 
beam described above. It shows the v Rux is largest be- 
low 1.2 GeV falling off sharply above that. The dotted 
curve shows the Y spectrum of the two horn focus beam 

that was designed to be used for the BNL Long Baseline 
experiment. This beam peaks with E, z 1.3 Gel/ and 

L 

Figure 2: Momentum and decay(interaction) point of de- 
caying (interacting) pions. 

extending to about 4 GeV. The solid curve represents the 

spectrum of the so-called pelfecf focused neutrino beam. 
For the perfectfocused beam it is assumed that each sec- 
ondary meson exiting the target has its direction parallel to 
the incident proton beam. The perfect beam would have 
the largest v spectrum imaginable, but it is not physically 
achievable. The up flux from the solenoidal focussed beam 
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Figure 3T~N&t?iiiCKii~sbectrum at!Zlometer~from the 
target along the beamline. The three tunes indicate the 

solenoidal focussed beam (dashed). two horn beam I dotted) 
and perfect focused beam ( solid). 

dominates the flux from the t\vo horn beam below 1.3 Grk-. 



Table 2 compares the integrated V~ flux per proton on tar- 
set at a detector situated 1 kilometer from the target. vUs 
\vith E, < 0.43 Gel- Llre not interesting since the cross 
section to produce a charge current event is very small and 

<onsequentially the normalization for neutrino oscillations 

:\ould be difficult. Table 2 separates the integrated flux into 

energy ranges O.-E < E, < 1.28 Gel- where the solenoidal 
focussed beam is larger than the horn beam and the region 
E, > 1.28 Gel* where the horn beam beam is effective. In 

the region 0.45 < E, < 1.28 GE\*-, the solenoidal v beam 
will produce 67% more up than the two horn system. 

Table 2: Integrated ZJ~ flux at a detector I kilometer from 
the target. The units are number of 10e3 vs per m3 per 

proton on target. 

r Range, GeV ( Solenoid 2 Horn Perfect [ 

All o-453 0.597 1.454 

/ 0.45 < E, < 1.28 I 0.250 0.150 0.409 
;/ E, > 1.28 0.146 0.433 0.954 

A solenoid will focus both ;r’ and ‘hi- whereas a horn 
focussed beam will select the sign of the ;TS. A neutrino 
experiment could use both the V~ and fi,, events. Fig -La 
shows 

1 x [v spedrum] + 5 x [V spedrum] (3) 

The 6 corrects for the fact that the fi cross section is (ap- 
proximately in this energy range) one third of the Y cross 

section. Table 3 shows the integrated flux for the total neu- 
trino flux. 

Table 3: Integrated vcl + ffip flux at a detector 1 kilometer 
from the target. The units are number of 10m3 YS per m2 

per proton on target. 

/’ Range, GeV 
1 All 

j Solenoid 2 Horn Perfect 

0.571 0.605 I .824 
/ 0.45 < E, < 1.28 / 0.317 0.152 0.523 

/ E, > 1.28 1 / 0.179 0.439 1.184 

This effecrire totalflu for the solenoidal focussed beam 
is twice that of the two horn focussed beam in the energy 
range from 0.15 to 1.28 GeV. The Y, and ii, contamina- 
tion for the solenoidal focussed beam is expected to be 
small since K production is small at low E,. The ratio 
of v,: 17, flux to v~. C,, flux is 0.15% for the solenoid beam 
and 0.78% for the two horn beam. Fig 4.b shows the v, 
spectrum of the solenoid and horn beams. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
.I\ solenoidal focussed neutrino beam would produce a 
larger Y flux in the interesting energy range where one 
would like to look for ufi + Y, oscillations. In the energy 

range 0.G < E, < 1.25 the solenoid would produce 604 
of rhe neutrino flux of the pe$ecr beam. The solenoidal fo- 
Lussed beam would produce almost twice the number of 

i. E;ecx.m 

Figure 4: Part a: Sum of the effective spectra from v and Y 
at 1 kilometer from the target along the beamline. The fig- 
ure sums the neutrino spectrum with weight 1 and the an- 
tine&no spectrum with weight 4. The three curves indi- 
cate the solenoidal focussed beam (dashed), two horn beam 
(dotted) and perfecrficussed beam (solid). Part b: v, flux 
for the solenoidal focussed beam and horn focussed beam 

v + v events as a horn focussed beam. The solenoidal 
focussed beam would have a much smaller v, contamina- 
tion than the horn focussed beam. However, a 20 meter 
solenoidal capture and focussing magnet with a 20 tesla 
peak field would not be as cost effective as a standard two 

horn focus system. If however such a magnet were to be 
built for another application, such as a muon collider, it 
could also be used to produce high intensity low energy 
neutrino beam that would be ideal for up + v, oscilla- 

tions. 
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